Morphing Butterfly

Contents:
- LED keychain light (5)
- Plastic cords (5)
- Blue butterfly wings (5)
- Yellow butterfly wings (5)
- Scotch bag tags (10)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 12" x 9" x 3" box

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Make the wing cards. This process will be the same for both the yellow and blue wings. Place on a flat surface with clear side down and open. Place wing in the center of the clear surface.

2. Bend top sheet back slightly to separate backing. Roll evenly across back of tag while applying slight downward pressure. Smooth and seal edges.

3. The tag (wing card) is now ready. Each activity box will require 5 yellow wings and 5 blue wings.
Morphing Butterfly (cont’d)

Fabrication/packing instructions:

4. Take one of the plastic cords from the bag tag package and attach it to the LED keychain light as pictured.

5. Now kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain: 1 yellow wing card, 1 blue wing card and a keychain light.

6. Place all of the drawstring bags in the 12” x 9” x 3” box. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.

7. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Morphing Butterfly sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.